
Interfacial conditions between a free-fluid region        
and a porous medium: revisiting Beavers & Joseph

Based on joint work with Sahrish B. Naqvi.



Beavers and Joseph (1967)

Classical experimental work on interface condition between free-fluid and porous domain

with     a dimensionless function of the
structural properties of the porous matrix
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permeable solid

The velocity U in the intermediate/boundary layer must satisfy asymptotic matching 
conditions:
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Using linearity and expanding intermediate layer 
variables in terms of delta function derivatives, 
Saffman finds the asymptotic expressions of the 
velocity in the outer layer as 𝑦 → 0+:

outer variables

inner variables

The result by Saffman permits to find the outer flow solution without iterating 
between inner and outer domains. Elaborating upon Saffman’s results it is 
possible to find the order k correction:

k
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Henri Navier, 1823

(the smooth wall)Wall slip







Biomimetics:  irregular surfaces, possibly with regularly micro-
structured porous substrates, are the norm, not the exception



Our approach to the dividing surface conditions:

Asymptotic homogenization/multiple scales, under 
the simplifying hypothesis that the porous medium    
is formed by a regular array of isotropic solid grains
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1-periodicity when  𝑦 → −∞ (i.e. in the Darcy region)



We now develop a composite description for 
the  =  and  – regions, and enforce matching 
conditions  at  𝑦 → ±∞
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+  dependent variables:  only function   
of macroscopic independent variables
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“Two-domain” approach
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COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION
for  =  and  - regions

(valid up to first order in )
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

1-periodicity when  𝑦 → −∞ (i.e. in the Darcy region)
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
(at leading order)

1-periodicity for the (0) fields when  𝑦 → −∞
(i.e. in the Darcy region)

composite 
region
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
(at next higher order)

1-periodicity for the (1) fields when  𝑦 → −∞

composite 
region



Microscopic system at leading order: 

Homogeneous Stokes equations, plus periodicity in x, plus forcing 
from the outer flow

at the edge of the unit cell (            ), plus 1-periodicity at 𝑦 → −∞



Linearity permits to express the order zero solution as

so that a Stokes system for the ‘dagger’ variables ensues with











Microscopic system at next order:

plus boundary conditions:



Microscopic system at next order:

plus boundary conditions:



The solution has the form:







The macroscopic effective conditions at are:are:



For the case of a regularly microstructured rough solid wall we had 
previously found:

with                                                                             evaluated at Y = 0

(Bottaro & Naqvi, Meccanica, Vol. 55, 2020)



2D                                                                  3D



Our condition is different from Saffman’s … it does not 
couple the inner (Darcy) flow to the outer flow, except 
via the coefficients (which depend on pore geometry).
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What about the pore pressure?



The pressure is:

so that

with the pressure in the porous (i.e. - ) domain defined by:



The pressure is:

so that

with the phase averaged pressure in the porous (i.e. - ) domain defined by:



Thus:

Furthermore, mass conservation and x-periodicity yield:

+



Saffman’s condition is indeed valid  🙂
and the coefficients are available through the            
solution of two simple Stokes problems.



Macroscopic tests of the conditions at the dividing surface

1. Hiemenz flow over a porous wall

2. Backward facing (porous) step



Macroscopic test 1: the Hiemenz stagnation point flow



Significant infiltration of fluid within a 
porous medium of very large porosity.

In the porous region the solution is 
found, in the model case, simply by 
forcing the pressure to be a harmonic 
function with a Dirichlet condition on 
Y = 0

_
.  

The feature-resolving simulation 
captures the flow through the pores 
via solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations through the whole domain.

(                )





Macroscopic test 2: the backward-facing step







Summary

1. We have developed second order conditions to be employed at the
dividing surface between a free-fluid region and a porous, regularly
micro-structured, medium. Conditions are given in two equivalent
forms: one coincides with a little-noticed extension of Saffman’s result,
the second is new and does not require iterations between the free-
fluid and the porous solvers. Both formulations require knowledge of
three coefficients, a permeability coefficient (a tensor for the case of
anisotropic porous media), an interface permeability coefficient
(tensor) and a Navier-slip coefficient (tensor), available via solutions of
auxiliary, microscopic Stokes-like problems in elongated unit cells.



Summary (continued)

2. Conditions are formally correct for  0, but macroscopic 
results seem to be acceptable for rather large values of 

3. Conditions work well also for reasonably large values of the 
outer Reynolds number 

4. Simple extension to anisotropic porous media in 3D



Future developments (SHS/LIS):

1. include a lubricant fluid within the pores (VOF in unit cell)

2. perform DNS with slip/transpiration for turbulent channel             
flow over a porous layer (first) and a LIS (later) and compare             
to feature-resolving DNS

3. optimise morphology of porous material, impregnated with 
lubricant, and optimise properties of lubricant fluid


